Something from Nothing
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6 minutes: Unlocking Real life Stories of Urban People
Do any of these questions bring to mind a story from your own
experience? If so please share it with your group…
What have you made that was good?
Ever surprised yourself by making something that you didn’t think you
would be able to do?
Ever made something out of nothing or sorted out a bad mess?
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6 minutes: Revealing Good News of the Down to Earth Christ
Do these stories you have shared bring to mind any passage of scripture?
Please share any Scriptures that come to mind with your group.
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If there is time someone could open the envelope and tell the Bible story
using the pictures provided.
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6 minutes: Releasing Life Changing Skills and Confidence
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Are there any links or connections that you want to make between your
stories and the Scripture passages that have been mentioned?
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2 minutes:
 What do you want to remember from this session?
 Anything you want to change in your life because of what we've learnt?
 Something you intend to do after the things we have thought about?
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Can you think of a creative thing you could do in the next few days?
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